


CHAPTER 6 

Challenges of NGOization and 

Dreams of Sangtin 

After involved with this J have every box tucked 

away in my chest. All that I was never 2ble to say bdore my mother, I have 

said before this group. Now, my prayer to God is this: 

o God, just do me this little favor: Make this work than my 

faith. (from ChJandni's 

In the early days of st'lrting work, I noticed that Didi also sat with us on 

the dm-i_ I wondered, "What kind of an officer is she? In every other orga

nization, there is always a cepante seat for the but tl1ere is no such 

thing here. In this prognlm, every worker receives respect ''''''',e>on",,,. 

tive of the position she holds." ... But one J was forced to think dif

f happened to sit in Didi's seat while some notes, and 

someone immediately asked me to get up. I was "What will hap· 

pen now? '\-Vill Didi scold me?" No snch happened. BLlt it became 

clear to me that day that Didi has a that workers like myself 

can never in this structure. _.. In this program, evelyonc from the 

top to the bottom has a different in the hierarchv. Even when we 

sit among women in the >uppo>elllY as equals], we to look 

and act to our 

six years since we to ride our bikes and 
stormed the streets, and of SitaDur? \Vho among 
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rebel and march out 

same that caged us, where our had met with so much 

us had we so 

and nfC,('f'11'Cr_ 

\Vhen we prepared to write this we again felt a sense 

rore into our bones. \Vould world be able to see us formerly 

uneducated women as writers? Would it give us the same respect and 

wisdom that it accords to all its upper-caste and elite scholars and ,-,-BU"-"".., 

Would our readers be able to value the courage and trust with which we 

have poured out our most cherished and intimate moments, our 

sorrows and wounds of humiliation, and everything sweet and bitter that 

we have encountered in our lives? 

Another issue that concerned us throughout this period of writing 

to do with honesty and confidentiality-the same issue with which 

we embarking on our journal writing and decided that we 

would not hide from one another about our personal lives. We 

knew all too well from working in a women's that it is much 

easier to interrol?ate the definitions of honor. morality, and 

instances from 

our 0~'1l dans and families. Even so, we 

our diaries and discussio not 

to advance this We that our 

readers will read with the details we furnish 

here about our intimate 

and the putrid swamps of casteism 

wonder, however, whether they will able to 

or respect our analyses and critiques lUj..llllC;llL NGOs. 

But on this issue, too, we were inspired that if we couldn't 

muster the courage to say even after at this 

in our journey, then it would be difficult to the battles to come. 

-VV11en we started this work, we had one desire: to find a job and 

stand on our own feet. After a short time we saw that this job was not just 

a source of income; it became our our life's pulse. As we became 

familiar with women's issues and in our fields and as we deeply 

connected with them, our vision and horizons continued to expand. 
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There was a time when our whole were imprisoned in our own 

homes. But our new vision altered our world. As we outside our 

homes, we speaking \vith confidence. We the women 

with whom we worked to find the s;]me strength force inside them

selves. But we began to from up the 

inequalities of rank and class that were embedded in our organizational 

structures; sometimes inequalities were related to us, sometimes to 

the ordinaty village women, and sometim.es to the big and small organiza

tions in the complex web of NGOs. At these 

make us so confused and bitter that we lose confidence to tread our 

future paths independently and on our own terms and conditions. 

Sangtin Yatra, we have made a first to systematically analyze the 

and complexities of hierarchization and NGOization, so that 

this process can guide our vision and thought for the next phase of our 

In this chapter, we share some of the battles we have 

had with these difficult uestlons in our journey thus far. 

Mazes of Hierarchy, and Classism 

l\J1 edu c<ned woman who teaches in my center knocked on my 

door this She was surprised to see me looking like an 

woman: "Look at w'ho will say that you are an NCO worker? 

vVhy don't you maintain the same appearance here that you do at work?" 

the immediate realities of my home and sur

Radha's di,lry) 

v\incn I first arrived in one of the field, I met Sunanda. She 

said: "Come. I will take you to Tshwarlalji's house. All important people 

who come to the village visit him first .... He is He bas a gov

ernment Sandhya's 

A campaig'n violence toward women was to be [in 

the I was in an inside room when everyone piled into a car and left 

for the event. Suddenly, someone realized that T was missing and returned 

to get me .... As we sat in an auto-rickshaw to one of the rwo young 
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social workers, "Oh, I left my in the office. How 'vyill I 

appear before everyone now l " the other one found a linstick and 

the oroblem >vas solved.. . I asked nlyself: "Are these women 

there to talk about Datit ... I don't mind 

but can such women truly immerse themselves in work on the No 

doubt, they will continue to the media .... Can WOlllen like 

us ever look srnart like them? would the media ever pay attention to 

us? (from Pallavj's 

The world of NGOs is becoming a vicious circle 

workers like us. On one we find ourselves ever more artic

ulate and refined while in discussions about equity and 

On the other hand, we cannot n!rl1 away from the reality that 

we, and other NGO like us, are more and more dis

tant from our mral worlds with respect to our lifestyles and 

as we try to become more impressive in the NGO We find it easy 

to say to the village women that we are ordinary women like themselves. 

But the truth is that a has come to us from them. 

nizational processes and force ns to emerge among women 

in a suecial way, which causes people in the villafles to make right 

and wrong assumptions about us and about our associations with gov

ernment or voluntary structures. If we insist on this distance and 

remaining rooted in our ground, the affectionate advice we receive from 

our well-wishers in the NGO sector is: If in today's world, an organiza

tion such as Sangtin wishes to acquire resources to thrive, it is 

not as necessary for us to worry about how much force IS 111 our 

work as it is to think about the amount of clout we carry with tlle 

names in the regional and national NGO networks. 

Our initial introduction to this contradiction and double stan

existing in foundation of NGO structures was In the 

we could not fathom how our organization gave us so much 

space and so many resources to talk boldly about equity and 

before rural women and in the society. But in the very same orga

nizational spaces where our were praised endlesslv, our voices were 

http:sometim.es
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in the presence of higher ofticials, and all the slogans and talk of 

and equality were pushed aside. \'1lhen we deliberately tried to open 
our mouths in that the issues we 
wanted to raise were not meant to be discussed before the officers, even 

though in the villages, we had always learned to state our opinions openly 

and impartially and had taught others to do so. 'We are not claiming that 

whatever we tried to say in our organizational spaces was always correct. 

·We are Doiminp' nllt rmr rli~Clnnr.;ntment at being discouraged from artic

differences in an environment 
was constant talk equity and 

For example, inequalities associated with and food and travel 

allowances have been a subject of much debate among us. In theory, the 

NGO worker at the field level is deemed very important, yet an office 

worker at the lowest rank in the organization often draws a bigger 

than the fieldworker. Some women's organizations refuse to collapse edu

cation -with formal literacy from the outset and consider ground experi

ence on a par with formal education. But this policy has proved hard to 

implement when it comes to determining monthly salaries and honoraria 

in NSY. For the teachers who teach adolescent girls and women 

in the literacy centers receive increments in their honoraria on the basis 

of formal educational qualifications; that is, a teacher who has completed 

eighth receives less money than the one who has passed Interme

diate, even if the one with the eie:hth 2T2de qualification has to work mnch 
harder and the one with the higher educational status. It is 
easier for workers to express their pride in words, "We are not educated; 

we are made." But in practice, where is the equal status for the less edu
cated ones) are many other examples of 

For instance Sandhya writes: "\Ve raised a small issue that the big 

train compartment and the small one 
in the second-class sleeper. All we had to do is utter these words, and the 
officers started feeling very offended. 

next to me grabbed my 

to myself that raising something as small as tillS upsets 

officials so much! So when we ouestion n2triOlrrhu and men's power in 
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the villages of our those men scream back at us that their women 

are getting out of control, why do we upset with them?" 

basic issue here is that when, as workers who play the most 

critical role of giving strength to village women, we mustered the courage 

to articulate our concerns to our bosses, they did not wish to listen. Per

haps this was because we are field-level workers and receive some mone

tary compensation that allows our families to sunive. But it is not simply 

who sit above us who are at fault. We ourselves frequently checked 

our tongues so that our livelihoods were not placed in 

Ifwe look carefully, we find a common scenario. \Vhen an organi

zation holds a meeting or event on the public platform, people of all ranks 

sit with ordinary workers and rural people. But inside the rooms of the 

offices and buildings, special seats are reserved for all the higher officials. 

These are the seats that people of lower ranks either hesitate to occupy 

or never occupy. These reserved seats are symbolic ofa stmcture ill which 

everyone-from the director, the accountant, and the messenger to 

women from the remotest villages-has a predetennined place. We 

that those who have created these stmctures have often allocated these 

places in the absence of and without any consultation with the rural com

munities. Thus, a lot of energy was devoted to questions such as, What 

kind of work should be done in the villages, and what work will be allo

cated to whom? However, tllere was no systematic evaluation of the labor 

of those who were asked to work directly in the villages. Nor were the 

perceptions of those people for whom we were claiming to work con

sidered critical. As a result, the decision makers who evaluated and mea

sured our work always remained more important than the people with 

whom we were directly working to bring about social change-literally, 

the people who were making this work happen. In other words, NGOs 

enter our rural communities and talk about the among men, 

women, and other social groups, and they also and organize count-

trainings and workshops for these communities. However, the very 

people who excitedly talk about fairness and equality fail to bring them

selves to the level of ordinary rural workers and the people who do 

work of turning the of these organizations into 
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In an atmosphere where inequalities of class are spread like nets of 

in every corner and over every doorstep, how possible or appro

priate is it for us to wage a war centering it solely on the men in our 

homes and villages? For instance, Garima notes in her diary: "\Vomen's 

often take rural women on various 

believe that these women have not stepped out mnch; getting Out will 

allow them to see the world. to become wiser and more confident. But is 
it not 11"Ylt..... A"I+" poorest men in our villages to C011

and ,,-isdom?" 

In other words, can real eqmlity be achieved in our society if we 

isolate gender difference from all other differences and all our strate

gies and conversations on the gaps between women and men? When we 

that the nature and form of gender differences cannot be compre

in any context without connecting them with caste and class dif

then the inability to raise questions about classism in our own 

organizations our work the shape of an animal who uses one set of 
teeth to show and another one to chew! 

It is also noteworthy sometimes in N GO world hu ge num
bers of women join hands on the question of gender, and big groups 

emerge to address caste politics, but as soon as the question of class arises, 

the aristocrats of the NGO world dominate in such a way that many 

get stuck in our throats before they acql.ure the status of "issues." 
we do not mean to the of 

salaries and ranks. politics arc intimately connected with how much 

respect and space we receive for our work and backgrounds, when and by 

whom-and when that respect and those spaces are taken away from us. 

To an example, we recall an incident rbr happened soon after 
massacre in Gujarat. A organization invited Pallavi and San

as mCJuhers of Sangtin to the work being done by some of 
its village-level groups. When two reached the of that orga
nization, the officials who invited them were discussing 

with visitors A11111edabad. Pallavi and Sandhya were stopped and 

asked to wait outside because an impottant conversation was happening in

side. How ironic it was that not onlv were they prohibited from engaging 
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in a critical discussion about communal riots, but Pallavi and Sandhya were 

not even introduced to the activists trom Ahmedabad. 

was an example of a nonlocal organization. Sandhya recalls an 

lllClUCIlL that occurred in our own Mishrikh Block. Pallavi had to partic

ipate in a foundational training of women that was taking place in the vil

lage ofMohsinpur, but her village was far from the main road, and heavy 

monsoon downpours prevented her tram there that day. The pun

ishment for this absence had to be borne Sandhya writes in 

her diary: "vVhen the trainer did not see Pallavi, she was furious. She ex

ploded at me and accused me of everything she could think of. The only 

she did not do was call names and hit in the style of our local police 

officers. I stood like a criminal in front of everyone. Couldn't the 

women around me ask her to stop screaming? But no one said anything. 

They must have thought: 'Why mess with her? vVhat if she loses her tem

per with us too!'" 

Recalling a similar incident, Garima writes: "After working for a 

in the office, I had learned a few computer skills. One day, a com

puter file suddenly disappeared. Everyone in the office started 

'Gdrima must have done it.' ... I explained a thousand times that I hadn't 

done it, yet they continued to aCCllse me. Perhaps this is how the power~ 

ful bully those who are weaker. No matter how much Didi talks about 

equality, when the whole stnlcture is created in the form of a ladder, some

one has to be higher than someone else. How can there equality 

Sandhya was yelled at for Pallavi's absence, and Garima was accused 

of deleting the file because both of them were village-level workers. If a 

officer or trainer had failed to reach Mohsinpur that day, or if San

dhya and Garima had themselves occupied higher ranks, would they have 

been treated this 

Sometimes all the talk of equality sowlds the hollow beating 

of distant drums. From up close, one can see that the relationship between 

a higher official and a field-level worker is the same hierarchical one that 

exists between an employer and her servant. As the pressures from the 

funders have increased, so have the threats from our bosses and trainers. 

Over and over again, we arc told that if we cannot show the results that 
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our funders want, our will forced to use a stick to make us work. 

Nlany wealthy members of our society make their domestic servants work 

the force of the stick and insist on reminding them of their "right" 

In the same way, there has been quite a trend lately to remind us 

of our right place. experiences of class-based discrimination often 

remind us of the famous written by Padhees, a famous Awadhi poet 
from 

,lUI' aanVL hum aur aan' 

are someone else. and we are someone 

From the viewnoint of the poorest rural women, ladderlike struc
tures of our organizations can be seen with even greater clarity. 

the slogan "equal needs of everyone; equal opportunities for everyone" 

is frequently the reality is quite different. 

women's send tours ofNGO workers one 
state of the country to another so that an exchange of experiences among 

these women can lead to better work In these contexts, as we have seen, 

the higher officials of established women's organizations generally travel 

in air-conditioned compartments, while the village-level fieldworkers or 

ordinary rural women travel second-class. Officers wony that traveling 

in air-conditjonr-d compartments might spoil the habit of rural women. 

all of our habits affected by lifestyles ofluxuryand 
material consumption? The irony is that the national and 

treasuries write checks in the names of poor rural women, 

the bulk of that money does not come close to them or the workers who 

work them. Nor is there sufficient transparency in the structures of 

organizations for rural women and workers to know how much 
money arrives in their names in own and how and on 
whom it is spent. 

We try to rural women up about how it is their right to 
obtain every piece from the government about its 
ment programs, how to information are important which 

must learn to If we are allowed to preach at for hours 
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about people's to information and transparency, do we not 

have the power to seek share 

about facts such as how much money is in and for whom~ Unfor

tunately, the bitter reality is that village-level workers receive very little 

information about money. However, our least-paid and marginalized sta

tus hardly prevents the organizations from expecting us to furnish all those 

services that degree-holding NCO staff from the cities is never pvnpNP,.j 

to provide. 

C'Jarima writes: "Once there was a t"(mnal request that the field-level 

workers be given mopeds to travel to remote villages everyday. The re

sponse from the top officer was, 'Jf it takes a long time for workers to 

to the villages, why don't they stay overnight in one village, travel 

next day from there to another village, and then return home~' I was infu

but who could Had she ever stayed away from her home 

in her own Weren't our children the same as First, we are 

expected to do trainings and meetings all day and then we are asked to 

the remaining half-nights in other villages:" The issue here is not 

it is critical to stay in the villages but that the expectation that 

do so often exists for field- and district-level workers without to 

their need and right to spend time \vith tlleir 

'I'he food allowance for the participants in programs at the 

level is also significantly lower than the allowance provided at the dis

trict and state levels. Garima writes in her diary: "The thinking behind 

allocating such a small meal budget to tlle villages must have been sim

ply this: '\iVhat does the monkey know about the taste of the ginger) Just 

lentils are sufficient these poor people. \Ve can claim to be 

honest with our work only when we can have conversations among our

selves about the extent to which our own economic and personal inter

ests are served these 

days, many organizations do work that produces 1l1stantly VJS

ible results-for the work of vaccinating or holding public pro

grams on HIV and AIDS. In organizations that do such work, women are 

often given a few rupees to participate in the programs. But monetary 

payment immediately raises a host of questions about how tllis money 
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affect the of rural women, their attitudes toward grass-
roots work, and so on. 

In coutrast to the work of such organizations, our activist work 

and changing the thinking of women who have 

ofour This kind ofwork 

appear in qualitative forms 

measured or compared. We do not pay anything to 

the rural women for the hard labor they put into work; they are con

tent simnlv WIth the respect they receive from us. The issue that 

however, is this: In in which a small portion of 

the grants that come for the empowerment of these women is shared with 

do organizational officials have the attirude that "if we tempt 

the villagers fifty rupees, will definitely come"? The money, 

then, is often handed to the women as if the NGOs were doing them a 

favor, even thoug-h these women wages and labor time on their 
own in our programs. Before the women 
recelVe any monetary amount for their n..,rj-;f';~M·;~~ it is critical 
for them to see that the money is not given as a or a payment 
their priceless it is a small and symbolic that oUf!ht to 
be !liven to them with respect. 

The IOf Sangtin and Steps Marching Ahead 

In the last pages of this book, and woven the first pause in 

a long collective journey, we want to words and voice to 

taking a concrete form for the first time in our conversations. For 

this, it is necessary for us to rerum momentarily to some of the same 

aspects of politics of name, labor, and knowledge production that we 

to raise at the outset of book. We want to beg-in our 

sion with incidents that had a profound influence in shaping our 
thinking on matter. 

Abollt two years ago, a big NGO organized an event (Jan 
in which many women trom marginalized backgrounds were 

invited to present public testimonials about themselves. 

was a lot of talk by the organizers. Many Dalit and tortured 
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women from the villages were brought before a crowd of tv,ro thousand 

to narrate, in their own the stories the rapes, tonures, and 

abuses they had experienced. \Ve were impressed. We thought: "These 

organizers are people with great influence, clout, and resources; they will 

do something concrete and meaningful about issues that 

these women are raising. If we narrate our own problems here, maybe 

our issues will also make it all the way to the h.allways of power." \Ve 

decided that after these women's issues were sorted out, we would sim

ilarly share our views and experiences in public. After about a year, we 

ran into three women who had participated in the public Their 

faces a deep disappointment. They were still waiting in the hope 

that they would soon hear of a iust sentence in their own cases. is 

no doubt that event of the hearing was a smashing success, but 

the women, who were exhibited in that show as "cases" of victimization 

and in whose name so many resources and media people were assembled, 

became tools to publicize and popularize the or2anizers and their 

establishment. 

We had a similar experience recently in our own district of 

Some young teachers working in a women's organization were rurning 

the pages ofa freshly published magazine. were horrified when they 

srumbled on their own names in an article. On reading the article, they dis

covered that various instances of sexual abuse and harassment that 

shared in confidence with the trainer in a workshop adolescent 

five years ago were documented in the article along with their real narrIes. 

Not had the authors failed to pennission to use their names; 

they did not even tell young women that theIr private stories were 

about to become material for publication. Today, women range 

eighteen to years of age. If their family members encounter 

the published the consequences can hann not only the women's 

personal lives but also the organization, which may have to lose these 

workers forever. The authors and publisher might dismiss the women's 

anger by that they and their families are not in a position to appre

ciate the significance of such writing. But the authors publisher 

be disabused of this simplistic thinking and asked whether would have 
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wntten SO VlVlll1y at)OLlt their own daughters if they had shared such expe

riences in confidence. ·Would they have adopted the same approach then? 

We are not saying that issues of abuse should not be raised 

III and made a topic of public discussion. Rather, we ask: If we 

fail to accord full respect and to maintain our ethical responsibility 

to those very people whose lives we wony about and whom 

we claim to work for, will our work have any real force? 

The third incident is directly related to us. A comparative study on 

education funded by the World Bank involved gathering data from 

states of t11e country. The intellectuals who led this study are well known 

at the nationallcvel in the NCO world. Sitapur District was selected as the 

representative case study for Uttar Four women from our writ

ers' collective became members of the team for this study ..As a 

part of this, "ve carried out numerous surveys and interviews in our district 

and shared our field and insights in detail 'with the re

searchers. We also were given transport in an airplane and received a 

monetary compensation several times higher than our monthly salaries. 

We are not in a position to assess whether we were exploited economically 

111 process, but without question, in this whole project we were the 

source of raw materials at the intellectual leveL We did not have the oppor

hmity to know or evaluate the facts related to our district in comparison 

to other places; we received no credit for our thoughts and insights; and 

after the completion of the project, we were not informed about 

that was written or published on the basis of our work. Months later, we 

spotted an article about this project in an English-language newspaper and 

saw that the contribution we had made to this work was not mentioned. 

If the story had ended so necessary to 

make this commentary. But it A few months after the newspaper 

article was publishecl, we were shocked ag-ain: The same researchers were 

invited to present their research in a meeting at the state level, so 

district- village-level could learn some

from t11eir methodology. Thankfully, the organizers 

presenters communicated the key points the presentation to us in 

people's but we could not understand much about 
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claims that were made in English in that long lecture. \Ve were even more 

surprised when our work on the ground was labeled as inferior and imma

ture in comparison to the work done in other states; this assessment was 

on the grounds that kids in the villages we surveyed were dirty or 

did not go to school. We were asked to recognize how ashamed our for

would be of our work. We could not believe our ears. Not 

integrity like this; it 

also raised a deeply disturbing questIOn for liS: Do these "experts"-who 

occasionally use terms like fool, and idiots to refer to the people in our 

villages-really love those villagers' "dirty" kids who do not make it to 

If they do, perhaps they might examine more 

economic processes that prevent these children from going to 

before labeling our work as inferior. And they could have at least informed 

us, before humiliating us publicly, that the work we were to do as 

research assistants would one day become the basis for measuring and 

mocking our activist work on a bigger platform. Is it too much to ask 

that engage us about work in a true give and 

Although different sets of people and organizations are involved in 

each of the three incidents described above, us, they form different 

strands of the same thread. We realize acutely that in today's 

where everyone is competing to produce ideas and knowledge, it 

is not just our work, insights, and labor but also our griefs and 

sorrows that become tools or in the hands of the more prosperous, 

educated, and established people to advance own names repu

tations. The organizers the public hearing and the writers editors 

published the article on sexual abuse might convince themselves that 

listening to the stories of these women and adolescent has made their 

audiences and readers better informed. But the tTIlth is that these women 

were reduced to objects for exhibition and entertainment. organiza

tions and people who credit by using the stories 

women from this publicity and visibility. But what of the expec

tations and trust that led those women to expose the most intimate wounds 

inflicted on their and souls? Didn't the acts of the organizers, writ

ers, and that trust? 
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to appropriately describe such disrespect 

On the one hand, as village-level we feel 

that we unknowingly become the medium for these women's exploita

tion. On tlle other hand, we also feel exploited when we see how 

people us benefit from our insights, understanding, and work 

out giving us any credit. There is a in Awadhi that captures this 
phenomenon: 

Aan ke dhan pe Lachchmi 

(To be called propertied after snatching away others' nr~n~_u 

The upper tier of the NGO world has ednca
tion than ,ve have, h,lve the knowledge of English, and they perhaps 

a broader perspective than ours. But when we unhesitatingly 

experiences and ideas we cultivated and in our "fields" 

laboring and night, why is not evidence of reciprocity, copar
ticipation, and coproduction from the other side as well? 

vVhenever our gronp sat down to the future of Sangtin, the 

conversation returned and again to inequalities of organizational 

and Repeatedly, the same question Is it possible 

for an organization to distribute rank, money, work, labor, and respect 

equally to all its members? '.Vhen we introduce the village women to 

inist thinking, we say that the labor of a woman who works inside the 

house must be valued and assessed in the same way as the labor of 3 sala

ried person or an educated and employed member ofoUl' Similarly, 

don't we state the labor of a block-level activist, despite her 

educational qualifications, mobilizes and stands up to help women 

in the least privileged communities, is at least as valuable and 

ful as of a district-level officer, who gathers funding for the orga

nization and coordinates the work done in various blocks? Why is 

it not possible to the organizational jobs in such a way that the 

responsibilities are distributed among all the members and the 

question of whose work has greater or lesser significance does not even 
arise? We in order to wrestle with we to 
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create a kind of organizational structure. It would prove 

to !::lHllllla u:: from a structure that is constructed on the 

basis of stratification. Let us consider an example: 1()day Richa Singh is 

the program coordinator of NSY. Tomorrow, if Garima becomes the 

coordinator, would she refuse to take advantage of the amenities 

Richa Singh is enjoying Probably not. But if Richa and 

Garima both had access to equal salaries, facilities, and respect from the 

outset, the questions of taking advantage of amenities and of fewer or 

benefits and would never crop up. 

question confronting us has to do with the kind of activ

ities Sangtin should embrace or stay away from in near future. In our 

discussions, we have often articulated our deep desire to do work that 

gives us a livelihood while also allowing us to build a social movement. 

\Ve have tremendous and admiration for those who maintain that 

it is very difficult for the aims and objectives of an NGO and those of a 

social movement to merge. In whenever a group becomes depen

dent on for its its dependence a series of 

new inequalities. issue is the same old one, however: Ifwe don't have 

the money to gather even the basic resources, how could we build or sus

tain a movement? agencies to carry out 

a movement! These days some work 1Il the to earn money 

and fame, and others work to build and reinforce the grounds for revo

lutionary change. Ifwe always keep this difference in mind and refuse to 

our terms, conditions, and requirements, can we not create 

new possibilities within the framework of 

To create new possibilities, it is essential that we do not become 

dependent on funding. We must commit ourselves to the kind of 

social struggles that allow grassroots workers to have a stable 

without undermining their confidence in their ability to acquire 

resources for their work as necessary. Today, Sangtin has no financial 

source on the basis ofwhich we can plan anything for the next three to five 

years. Struggling to stand on its own our small organization receives 

a range of advice friends and well-wishers: some ask us to 

in a big project on AIDS, while others a project on human 
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We are determined to focus on issues that emerge from our own grounds 

those heaped on us by any funding agency. And it is the peo

ple among and with whom we work who will help us determine the stan

dards for measuring our successes and failures. Our experience has taught 

us that it is impossible to suppress an issue that emerges from the field. And 

it is only by coalescing around such that a movement can advance. 

If one of our primJl1T g02ls is to further the issues emerging from our 

it is also important that we create our organizational structures in 
accordance with those issue-based realities rather than 

niza60ns located far away from us. vVe want to learn 

inspiration from the work ofstalwart organiza6ons such as Mazdoor 

Shak6 Sangathan, Akal Sangharsh Samiti, and Uttarakhand Mahila 

iv!anch, and use their insights as we chart our future goals and directions. 

Our third commitment is to transparency. When we look at pictures 

of rural women ourselves in all the glossy and colorful magazines from 

around globe, we wonder whether the governments and media of the 

world have no other images to display besides those of our poverty, our 

ramshackle homes, and our naked, emaciated, and tearful children. Are 

these the kinds of images on which our governments and organizations 

rely to fetch money from overseas in the name of the poor? If our homes 

and Dcwerty are sensationalized in this manner to bring in tens of mil-

of rupees in the name of our own development and empowerment, 


why are we the ones who remain completely uninfonned about how much 

money is accumulated in our names and 
 and on whom it is 
spent~ As we present this critique, we arc acutely aware that 

transparency and condemning its absence are very easy in the 

abstract and implementing it is extremely difficult in reality. To create 

within the organizational membership is rela6vely easy, 

how do vve share the accounts of millions of rupees with the poorest 

women in the villages~ Is this not, though, the same reasoning that 

sit6ng above us think we are incapable of understanding the trans

actions of the thick bundles of money? They seem to wony that we will 

be so dazed and blinded by the sight of those bundles that we will lose 
our old perspective forever! 
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We want to embrace this challenge in sllch a way that we can always 

retain transparency in Sangtin's work. This is possible only when our stan

dards of measurement are guided by rules and regulations that constantly 

us to respect the common people in the rural public while main

complete accountability toward them. 

A fourth issue is directly connected to the poli6cs that surround the 

proaucnon of ideas and lmowledge. It constitutes a central but invisible 

element of our work that we also have found to be the most challenging 

and difficult to grasp. We made a small attempt to grapple more fully with 

this aspect in the middle phase of tllis collective journey-that after shar

ing and discussing our diaries and before we began to work on the book. 

During five days in August 2003, we tried to place the serious and 

committed work we had done for the previous seven years in a wider con

text and to provide a new breadth to our thoughts about international 

issues. Richa Nagar's involvement allowed us to center our discussions 

on several socioeconomic questions that we had never had the opportu

nity to discuss before. For instance, several of us wanted to know how 

the politics of oil, imperialism, and multinational corporations were con

nected to one another in the Ullited States' invasion oflraq. From there, 

many other complex and difficult issues continued to emerge in our con

versations. For example, why does the relationship between Israel 

Palestine carry so much siguificance for U.S. politics? ,Vhat kinds of issues 

around race and racism have surfaced over time in U.S. politics and why? 

vVhen we connected these topics with the issues that had surfaced in dis

cussions of our diaries, our conversations spread in other directions as well: 

In tile global politics of development and capitalism, when did NGOs 

arrive on the scene, and how has their form changed over time? How are 

struggles over questions of same-sex sexuality in SOllth Africa and other 

Third World countries being articulated in relation to battles defined 

around class, race, and access to resources? And we asked tens of other 

questions in a similar vein. 

VVhen we linked these discussions with our experiences, we felt that 

the scope of work done by rural-level NGO workers is defined in a rather 

constrained way in every respect. We are not given many opportunities 
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that would allOw 11S to is happening in our villages to tne con
and stnlggles an in other states and countries. Similarly, we 

are not able to against women with 
our aims and strategies on basis of 

new workshops are organized to ensure that 
our documentation is refined and polished in accordance with the wishes 

of our But our long discussions with Richa helped us to 

reflect on how we get very few spaces or resources to grapple with a range 

of sociopolitical processes that are discussed in academic seminars and 

make the national and international headlines every day-for example, 

and the negotiations of rhe World Trade Organization, 

suicides of peasants in our country, and the 

of water. As a result, we face severe limits in Our ability to relate these 

processes to kinds of violence that are wreaked regularly on the 

ies and minds of women in our villages. And it is precisely our inability 

to make connections that alJows established experts and other re

searchers to carry out study projects "on" us. we do not even pos

on how JUICllCe that 

forms of violence 

collectively with 
of our communities. As part of this effort, we have iden

sess an adenmtp vr\('"hnl~ry to point out the limitations or irresponsible 

their 
In to reflect in 

IS on women's bodies is interwoven with 
and to and 

some topics ,1S our starting points. Through discussions, 
readings, and films that on these 

concrete understanding tha twill 

Dalit and socioDolitica 
our struggle 

communities. 
A of issues begin to emerge as we try to 

It is not oossih1p to list all of them here. new currents of 
these 

if 
collectively we were to try to give them some kind of coherent order, it 

wouid still be hard to decide which issue to address and how. 'Ve believe, 

however, that It is our responsibility to address some key issues that have 

assumed critical significance for us. 
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Let us begin, for instance, with the processes of globalization and 

looment that are continuously snatching resources away 

poorest communities. The resources made avail

able to the rural poor can be likened to a cumin seed in the mouth of a 

camel: they are too small to have an impact. Even the minimal amounts 

of !!oods and amenities allocated to people living and dying under these 

diminish little by little as they make their way through differ

ent levels of the system. Similarly, tlle interrelationships among the pro

cesses and politics of globalization, development, and NGOization push 

us to work toward undoing these knotlike puzzles in our own 

minds. After all, a person breathing in the remotest village is entitled to 

decide for herself how, why, and whom the whole globe has become 

a village and for whom the whole world is still constituted by a 

or district. "Vnat kinds of inequalities and social violence does 

the existence of these two worlds indicate? 

Let us also focus a moment on ugly face of violence that has 

up the soul of our country. If the culmination of a debate over the 

and Ram Tanmbhoomi acauires the face of a 

mosque

shaped structure, and some ten years later a violent incident in a train 

transforms itself into a communal slanghter in Gujarat, then 

developing an awareness and understanding of such tragedy also becomes 

a critical part ofour work and social responsibility. It is only when we place 

matter on our agenda tllat our people will be able to grasp how events 

such as the Mandir-Masjid debate and the massacre ofMuslims in 

and villa!!es. To accom

this, we wlll have to ofcommu

nalism. Let us consider partition of India in 1947 for a moment. At 

that time, Pakistan was created separately from India, and subsequently 

Bangladesh was carved out by splitting Pakistan. Without understanding 

the background and multidimensional histories of these events, how can 

we begin to grasp tlle complexities of the Indo-Pak partition and the con

~~~r~rTr communal Dolitics? It is hi{[h time that the ordinary women 

and men of our be given the opportunities to develop a clear 
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of these issues. vVe believe that we must an 

important role in shaping such understandings in our own communities. 

Wl1ile reflecting on our personal stories, we also repeatedly felt a 

need to sharpen our understanding about the history of the caste system 

and the various movements that have against casteism in inde

pendent India. \Ve also believe that if our main aim behind advancing all 

of these understandings and reflections is to do concrete and meaningful 

work in the lives of the poorest rural women, then we must also deepen 

our acquaintance with writings and reflections related to women and fem

in isms and the various debates and conversations on caste, class, race, and 

that have from time to time in various women's move

ments. Only then will we be in a position to continue our work on the 

without up the courage and confidence to intervene con

Ui:mauv in the politics of knowledfle production. 

And in the End , .• 

",,!hen in the lukewarm sun of December 2002, the nibs of nine pens 

started pouring out ink on paper and transforming themselves into this 

chronicle, our eyes were wet and our hearts were filled with a pain and 

restlessness. vVe had never imagined that a journey that started with re

membering and understanding the tears, scoldings, and beatings of our 

Ammas, Babus, and Dadis would one day lead us to distinguish between 

livelihoods and social movements. But today we know very well that it 

is only when we juxtaposed the stories of our personal lives and saw them 

with new lenses that we were able to arrive at a 

ing possible for us to honestly reevaluate the inequalities pervasive in our 

work field. 

In other words, if we could not have built a collective understanding 

about how Garima's pangs of hunger as a child were different from 

we would have also failed to see the manner in which the reins 

our organization, which professes to work with Daht and oppressed 

women, ended up gathered in the hands of the Sawarns. And if we had 

with the deep-seated double standards associated with un

and tmrdah in our own hearts, where would we have found 
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the insights and determination to question the double standards in 

thoughts and actions of celebrated figures in the worlds of NGOs and 

academia? 
The strong bond that moved us from ink to tears has today brought 

us all the way from tears to dreams. If there are new hopes along with 

new shapes and colors in these dreams, we are also aware of the new com

dangers, and risks that reside there. And we are also aware that 

at the very least, this collective ionrnev of creation has united us in a 

closed fist. 
We hope that this fist will continue to become stronger and that 

we will gain the support and strength of many many fists like ours. Only 

then will we be able to create a world in which small groups like ours 

have the heart to dream big dreams with ordinary people for their 

piness-on our own terms, by the force our own thoughts, and in our 

own languages. 


